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Abstract

Shapley proved the existence of an ordinal, symmetric and efficient solution for three-
bargaining problems. Ordinality refers to the covariance of the solution with respect to
preserving transformations of utilities. The construction of this solution is based on a special
of the three-player utility space: given a Pareto surface in this space, each utility vector is th
point of a unique utility vector, which we call a ground point for the ideal point. Here, we ex
Shapley’s solution to more than three players by proving first that for each utility vector there
a ground point. Uniqueness, however, is not guaranteed for more than three players. We ov
this difficulty by the construction of a single point from the set of ground points, using minima
maxima of coordinates.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Covariance of solutions to bargaining problems

In his seminal paper, Nash (1950) suggested analyzing a bargaining situati
considering the corresponding bargaining problem. The latter consists of two elem
the set of utility vectors that describe the bargainers’ utility from possible agreem
and the disagreement point which is the utility vector that corresponds to the outco
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case no agreement is reached. Nash also suggested the notion of a solution to ba
problems which is a function that assigns to each bargaining problem a utility vect
particular, he characterized axiomatically a specific solution, which bears his name.
other solutions to bargaining problems were subsequently proposed in the literatu
Thomson (1994) for a survey of this literature).

The Nash solution presumes that preferences are represented by Von Neu
Morgenstern utility functions. Two such utility functions represent the same prefer
if one is derived from the other by an affine positive transformation. The presum
of the Nash solution on the utility functions is demonstrated by the following prop
which is one of the axioms that characterize this solution. If one bargaining probl
transformed to another by applying affine positive transformations to the players’ u
functions, then the Nash solution varies correspondingly.That is, the utility transform
map the solution of the first problem to that of the second. We say that the Nash solu
covariant with positive affine transformation of utility.

The egalitarian solution, studied by Kalai (1977), presumes a different typ
utility presentation of preferences. This solution is covariant with any order-prese
transformation of utility, the same transformation being applied to each player’s u
function. The covariance of the egalitarian solution with the transformations in this g
reflects the interpersonal comparison of utilities which underlies it.

The larger the group of transformations with respect to which a solution is cova
the less the assumptions made on the nature of the presentation of preferences b
functions. It is natural then to look for a solution which is covariant with respect to
largest possible group of transformations: the group of order-preserving transform
where different transformations are applied to different players. Such a solution is s
beordinal. For further discussion of the covariance of solutions with utility transforma
see Shubik (1982).

1.2. Ordinal solutions

Obviously, there are ordinal solutions. The simplest is the one that assigns to
problem its disagreement point. The shortcoming of this solution is that it fails
efficiency test.

Consider next an efficient ordinal solution. All players except player 1 are bound to
disagreement payoff, while player 1 receives her Pareto payoff—the payoff that mak
new payoff vector lie on the Pareto surface. When order-preserving transformatio
applied to the utility functions of the players, this point is transformed to a point o
same nature, that is, to the solution of the transformed problem. But this discrimin
solution is not appealing.

Another ordinal solution is one in whicheach player receives her Pareto payoff. Th
payoff vector is called by Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975) the ideal-point of the prob
This solution treats all player on an equal footing, but it is infeasible.

Shapley (1969) has shown that there is no ordinal solution to two-player barga
problems which is also Pareto efficient and non-discriminating. Indeed his proof show
the only ordinal solutions are the four solutions mentioned above: the two discrimin
ones, the infeasible one, and the inefficient one. Figure 1 sketches the proof.
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Fig. 1. The four ordinal solutions to two-player problems. The disagreement point is the origin. The
arrows along the axes depict two order-preserving transformations of the utilities. On each axis the transfo
maps the coordinates of the disagreement point and the discriminatory points to themselves. The pointA on the
Pareto surface moves toB,B moves toC andC to D. The bargaining problem remains the same under
transformations. Therefore the solution for this problem should be a point that is mapped to itself. Th
points that are mapped to themselves are depicted by large dots.

For three players there are eight simple, but not attractive, ordinal solutions, sim
the four solutions to the two-player case. But in this case Shapley showed that it is po
to construct an ordinal solution which is also efficient and symmetric.1

1.3. Shapley’s solution in terms of ideal points

Shapley’s construction for three players lends itself to several possible extensi
more players. But so far none has been shown to lead to an ordinal solution. In a
survey of bargaining theory, Thomson (1994) still reports on an ordinal solution to
three-player problems. Our extension here is based on the description of the three
construction in terms of ideal points. In Safra and Samet (2001) we show how a dif
formulation of Shapley’s construction leads to another extension for more players
extension makes use of a solution to gradual bargaining problems introduced by O
et al. (2001). Both extensions are efficient and symmetric.

Given a bargaining problem and a vector of utilitiesx we denote byπ(x) the ideal point
of x, namely, the utility vector in which each playeri gets her Pareto payoff givenx−i .2

The pointx is called theground for π(x). The ordinal solution suggested here is based
the following simple observation.

The relation between a ground point and its ideal point is covariant with respe
order-preserving transformations.

That is, order-preserving transformations map a ground point and its ideal poin
pair of points that have the same relationship. This principle guarantees, in particula
the solution that assigns to each bargaining problem the ideal point of the disagre

1 The solution was first documented in Shubik (1982). See also Thomson (1994).
2 In Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975) the ideal point is an infeasible point defined for a feasible

inefficient disagreement point. In the sequel we make the straightforward extension of this notion for inf
“disagreement points.” See also footnote 3.
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Fig. 2. The first step in Shapley’s construction.

point is an ordinal solution. However, this solution does not lead to the construction
efficient and feasible ordinal solution.

Shapley’s construction uses the same principle in the reverse direction. It start
assigning to a bargaining problem the ground point to the disagreement point
problem. What makes the construction possible for three-player problems is the foll
fact.

For any three-player bargaining problem there exists a unique ground point for
utility vector.

In other words, for everyy there exists a uniquex such thaty = π(x). In particular,
consider a bargaining problem with disagreement point(a1, a2, a3) and a Pareto surfaceS.
Then there exists a unique ground pointx for the disagreement pointa. Thus, for eachi, ai
is the Pareto payoff ofi when the other two players are bound to their payoffs atx. By the
definition of Pareto payoff this means that the three points,(a1, x2, x3), (x1, a2, x3), and
(x1, x2, a3), are inS. The pointx is depicted in Fig. 2.

The solution that assigns to each bargaining problem the ground point o
disagreement point is infeasible, but it is non-discriminating, and, most importantly
ordinal.

To construct a solution which is also on the Pareto surface of the bargaining probl
note thatx is closer in each coordinate to the Pareto surface than the disagreement pa.
We now solve the bargaining problem starting withx as a disagreement point.3 Continuing

3 Starting with a disagreement point below the Pareto surface results in a pointx which is above the Paret
surface. Such a point cannot be interpreted as a disagreement point. It is possible, however, to give so
interpretation to an infeasible initial point of a bargaining problem, or simply treat it as a technical s
constructing the ordinal solution.
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this way, we generate a sequence of points that converge to a point on the Pareto s4

This point is the desired solution.

1.4. Extending Shapley’s solution

An essential part of this construction is theexistence and uniqueness of a ground point
for any given payoff vector. We prove that existence holds also for more than three pla5

For this we use the Alexandroff–Pasynkoff Lemma, which is an intersection the
derived from the Sperner Lemma.

Uniqueness, however, does not necessarily hold for more than three players, as h
demonstrated by example in Sprumont (2000). A first attempt to overcome the multip
of ground points might be to choose one ground point for each problem, in a way
symmetric in the players and covariant with order-preserving transformations. We
that there is a way to choose such a point. We solve the multiplicity problem by gene
from the set of ground points of a given utility vectory a single pointx, which is not
necessarily a ground point, as follows. Ify is feasible thenxi is the minimum payoff to
playeri in the set of ground points fory. Wheny is infeasible, thenxi is the maximum
of these payoffs. Since the maximum and minimum functions are order preservin
construction ofx is covariant with order preserving transformations of utility. Wheny has
a single ground point, which is always the case for three-player problems, then the px

thus defined is the ground point forx as in Shapley’s construction.
The construction follows now the same iterative process as in the case of three

problem. The choice of the maximum function below the Pareto surface and the min
above it guarantees that the generated sequence of points converges to the Pareto
of the bargaining problem.

In Section 2 we present the algebraic properties of Pareto surfaces. We define t
sides of such surfaces in terms of ideal points and prove (rather than assume) the co
of these surfaces. We formulate the ordinality of ideal points and introduce the prop
of the constructed solution: ordinality, efficiency, and symmetry. In Section 3 we des
Shapley’s solution and its extension and prove the existence of ground points. The
technical proofs are in Appendix A.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Pareto surfaces

Consider a finite setN of n players, withn � 2. A point in RN describes the utility
levels of the players. Forx = (xi)i∈N andy = (yi)i∈N in RN we writex � y whenxi � yi
for eachi ∈ N, x � y whenx � y andx �= y, andx > y if xi > yi for eachi ∈ N . The
inequalities�,�, and< are similarly defined. For each proper subsetM of N , we denote

4 Taking the ideal point of the ideal point of . . . the disagreement point, rather then the ground points,
not lead to a solution because this sequence is gettingfurther away from the surface.

5 Sprumont (2000) claims without proving that there are such points for four-player problems.
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by x−M a point inRN\M . Forx = (xi)i∈N in RN , the vectorx−M is the projection ofx on
RN\M , i.e., the vector(xi)i∈N\M . WhenM is a singleton we omit the curly brackets a
write x−i andN \ i.

Definition 1. A subsetS ⊂ RN is aPareto surface (asurface for short) if the following two
conditions hold:

(1) if x, y ∈ S andx � y thenx = y;
(2) for eachi, the projection ofS onRN\i is RN\i .6

Observation 1. Let S be a Pareto surface. Then for each i and x ∈ RN there is a
unique number denoted by πS

i (x) such that (x−i , π
S
i (x)) ∈ S. This defines a function

πS
i :RN → Ri , which satisfies the following:

• πS
i is strictly decreasing in xj for j �= i ,

• πS
i does not change with xi .

We callπS
i (x), i ’s Pareto payoff, at x. Following Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975), th

pointπS(x) is called theideal point for x. The pointx is called theground point for πS(x).
In Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975) the ideal point forx was defined forx belowS (a relation
we define below). Here we use it also forx aboveS.

We omit the superscriptS from πS
i , when the surfaceS is clear from the context.

There are only three possibilities for the relation between the pointsx andπ(x) =
(πi(x))i∈N .

Observation 2. Let S be a Pareto surface. Then for each x ∈ RN , the vector π(x) satisfies
either x < π(x), or x = π(x), or x > π(x).

Using this proposition, we define the two sides of a surfaceS.

Definition 2. For a Pareto surfaceS andx ∈ RN ,

• if x < π(x) we say thatx is below S and denote it byx ≺ S or S � x,
• if x > π(x) we say thatx is above S and denote it byx � S or S ≺ x.

Obviously,x = π(x) iff x ∈ S in which case we say thatx is onS. We writea � S when
eithera ≺ S or a ∈ S. The notationsa  S, S � a, S  a are similarly defined.

The following proposition provides an equivalent alternative criterion for being a
or below a surfaceS, which is sometimes easier to use.

6 The second condition in Definition 1 is essential in this work: It is necessary for the existence of the
payoff functions which are defined next. In particular it implies that surfaces are unbounded. This pr
however, is not essential. The construction of the solution in this paper can be also carried out for bounde
surfaces. We preferred unbounded surfaces for tractability and simplicity of notation.
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Observation 3. For x /∈ S, x is above (below) S iff there is y ∈ S such that x � y (y � x).

Our construction hinges on continuity properties that are guaranteed by the defi
of Pareto surfaces.

Proposition 1.

• A Pareto surface is closed.
• The functions πi are continuous.

2.2. Order-preserving transformations

A strictly increasing continuous function fromR onto R is called ascalar order-
preserving transformation. An order-preserving transformation is a vector of scalar orde
preserving transformations. The order-preserving transformationµ = (µi)i∈N defines a
map fromRN ontoRN byµ(x)= (µi(xi))i∈N . It is easy to see thatµ maps Pareto surface
to Pareto surfaces. That is, for any Pareto surfaceS, the setµ(S) = {µ(x) | x ∈ S} is also
a Pareto surface. The following key observation states the covariance ofπS with order-
preserving transformations.

Observation 4. Let S be a surface and µ an order-preserving transformation on RN . Then
for each x ,

πµ(S)
(
µ(x)

) = µ
(
πS(x)

)
. (1)

To see this we need to show that for eachi andx,πµ(S)
i (µ(x))= µi(π

S
i (x)). Indeed, as

(x−i , π
S
i (x)) ∈ S, it follows that

(
µ−i (x−i ),µi

(
πS
i (x)

)) ∈ µ(S).

By definition(µ−i (x−i ), π
µ(S)
i (µ(x)) ∈ µ(S)), which establishes the required equality

the uniqueness ofπµ(S)
i (µ(S)).

2.3. Bargaining problems and solutions

Definition 3. A bargaining problem (a problem for short) is a pair(a, S), whereS is a
Pareto surface anda ∈ RN .7 The set of all problems is denoted byB. A solution is a
functionΨ :B → RN .

Consider the following properties of a solutionΨ to bargaining problems.

7 The usual definition of a bargaining problems requires thata is a feasible point, i.e.,a � S. Here we allowa,
for convenience, to be infeasible. See footnote 3.
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Ordinality: For each problem(a, S) and order-preserving transformationµ,

Ψ
(
µ(a),µ(S)

) = µ
(
Ψ (a,S)

)
.

Efficiency: For each problem(a, S), Ψ (a,S) ∈ S.

Let τ be a permutation onN . Forx ∈ RN , τx is the vector defined by(τx)i = xτ(i). For
a surfaceS, τS = {τx | x ∈ S}.

Symmetry: For each problem(a, S) and permutationτ of N ,

Ψ (τa, τS) = τΨ (a,S).

There are simple ordinal solutions that have only two of these properties. Thu
solution(a, S) → π(a) is ordinal and symmetric but not efficient. The solution(a, S) →
(a−i , πi(a−i )) is ordinal and efficient but not symmetric. The solution(a, S) → a is both
symmetric and ordinal but not efficient. In the next section we construct a soluti
bargaining problems with at least three players that is ordinal, efficient, and symmet

3. An ordinal solution

3.1. Shapley’s solution for n = 3

Shapley’s ordinal solution for three players is based on the following proposition, w
we prove in the next subsection.

Proposition 2. For each Pareto surface S in R3 and a ∈ R3 there exists a unique ground
point for a. That is, there exists a unique point x such that πS(x) = a.8

The equality in Proposition 2 is equivalent to the list of equalitiesπi(x) = ai for
i = 1,2,3. By the definition ofπ , this means that for eachi, (x−i , ai) ∈ S. In Fig. 2 the
unique pointx is depicted, for whicha is an ideal point.

For a given problem(a, S), define a sequence of points(ak)k�0 in RN , such thata0 = a,
and for eachk � 0, ak+1 is the unique point that satisfiesπ(ak+1) = ak. This sequence
converges to a pointΨ (a,S) on S. The solutionΨ thus defined is ordinal, efficient, an
symmetric.

3.2. The existence of ground points

Sprumont (2000) has shown, by a simple example of four players, that the uniqu
in Proposition 2 is special for the casen = 3. We show here that existence holds for a
n � 3.

8 In particular,πS is a homeomorphism ofR3.
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Proposition 3. For each Pareto surface S in RN and a ∈ RN , the set of ground points
for a, {x | πS(x) = a}, is nonempty and closed.

To prove it we use a closed-covering theorem, known as the AP Lemma, by Alexa
and Pasynkoff (1957). See Ichiishi and Idzik (1990) for a discussion of closed-cov
theorems and their applications to cooperative game theory.

The AP Lemma. Let (Ai)i∈N be a family of closed sets that cover the unit simplex in RN

such that Ai contains the face of the simplex in which xi = 0. Then
⋂

i∈N Ai �= ∅.

We identify a subset of a surface which is homeomorphic to the simplex. For a su
S in RN anda ≺ S let Sa = {x ∈ S | x � a}. Fora � S let Sa = {x ∈ S | x � a}.

Lemma 1. Let S be a Pareto surface in RN , and a /∈ S. Then the map h(x) = (x − a)/∑
j (xj − aj ) is a homeomorphism of Sa onto ∆, the unit simplex in RN . Moreover, for

each j ∈ N the set {x ∈ Sa | xj = aj } is mapped by h homeomorphically onto the face of
∆ where xj = 0.

Proof of Propositions 2 and 3. For a ∈ S the two propositions trivially hold, as{x |
π(x)= a} = {a}. Assume, then, thata ≺ S. The proof fora � S is similar.

The conditionπ(x) = a is equivalent to requiring that(x−j , aj ) ∈ S for eachj . We fix
a playeri, and rewrite this requirement as conditions (2) and (3) below.

(x−i , ai) ∈ S, (2)

(x−{i,j}, aj , xi) ∈ S, for eachj �= i. (3)

We further rewrite (3) as

πi(x−{i,j}, aj , ai) = xi, for eachj �= i. (4)

Consider the Pareto surfaceT = {x−i ∈ Rn\i | (x−i , ai) ∈ S} in RN\i . By Lemma 1 the
setTa−i = {x−i ∈ T | x−i � a−i} is mapped homeomorphically to the unit simplex inRN\i ,
with the subset{x−i ∈ Ta−i | xj = aj } being mapped homeomorphically to the face of t
simplex, wherexj = 0.

Define for eachj �= i, ζj :Ta−i → Ri by ζj (x−i ) = πi(x−{i,j}, aj , ai). Then, by (2) and
(4) x is a ground point fora iff x−i ∈ T and all the functionsζj for j �= i coincide atx−i

and their common value isxi . Figure 3 describes, for the casen = 3, the setTa−i as well
as the value of the functionsζj at some point in this set.

Let Aj = {x−i ∈ Ta−i | ζj (x−i ) = mink �=i ζk(x−i )}. Then the setsAj are closed and⋃
j �=i Aj = Ta−i . Moreover, {x−i ∈ Ta−i | xj = aj } ⊆ Aj . Indeed, if xj = aj , then

ζj (x−i ) = πi(x−i , ai). Sinceπi is decreasing inxk, it follows that for anyk /∈ {i, j },
πi(x−i , ai) � πi(x−{i,k}, ak, ai). But the latter is justζk(x−i ), which shows thatx−i ∈ Aj .
By Lemma 1 and the AP Lemma there exists a pointx−i in

⋂
j �=i Aj . By the definition of

the setsAj the functionsζj coincide atx−i . The point(x−i , xi), wherexi is the common
value of the functionζj is a ground point fora.

The set{x | π(x)= a} is closed by the continuity ofπ .
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n

Fig. 3. The existence and uniqueness of a ground point forn = 3. In this picture we fix player 3. The setTa−3,
which is one-dimensional, is depicted by a thick line. The arrows indicate the values ofζ1(x−3) andζ2(x−3) on
the axis of player 3. When the point(x1, x2, a3) varies alongTa−3 from right to left,ζ1 strictly increases, andζ2
strictly decreases. Therefore, there exists a unique point where they coincide.

Consider now the caseN = {1,2,3}. Fix player 3. As was shown,x is ground point
for (a1, a2, a3) iff (x1, x2) ∈ Ta−3 andζ1(x−3) = ζ2(x−3) = x3. The functionsζ1 andζ2
are strictly decreasing withx2 and x1 correspondingly. But along the one-dimensio
Pareto surfaceTa−3, x1 is a strictly decreasing function ofx2. Thus,ζ2 is strictly increasing
with x1. But then,ζ1 andζ2 can coincide inTa−3 in only one point. ✷
3.3. Constructing the ordinal solution

The uniqueness ofx that satisfiesπ(x) = a whenn = 3 is essential to the constructio
of the solution in that case.

We overcome the lack of uniqueness forn > 3 as follows. For each problem(a, S) we
define a solutionΦ such that for each playeri

Φi(a, S) =



min
{
xi

∣∣ πS(x) = a
}

if a ≺ S,

ai if a ∈ S,

max
{
xi

∣∣ πS(x) = a
}

if a � S.

Proposition 4. The solution Φ is ordinal and symmetric.

Proof. Obviously, the solutionΦ is symmetric. To see that it is ordinal, letµ be an order-
preserving map, and suppose thata ≺ S. Then

Φi

(
µ(a),µ(S)

) = min
{
yi

∣∣ πµ(S)(y)= µ(a)
}

= min
{
µi(xi)

∣∣ πµ(S)
(
µ(x)

) = µ(a)
}

= min
{
µi(xi)

∣∣ µ(
πS(x)

) = µ(a)
} = min

{
µi(xi)

∣∣ πS(x) = a
}

= µi

(
min

{
xi

∣∣ πS(x)= a
}) = µi

(
Φi(a,S)

)
.

The first and last equalities follow from the definition ofΦ. The second holds sinceµ is
onR. The third uses the ordinality ofπ in Observation 4. The forth equality holds sinceµ
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is one to one. And finally, the fifth holds since the minimum is covariant with scalar o
preserving transformations. The case ofa � S is shown similarly, and the casea ∈ S is
trivial. ✷

The solutionΦ is defined in terms ofΦ like Shapley’s solution for three players. Defi
a sequence(ak)k�0 by a0 = a and for eachk � 0, ak+1 = Φ(ak, S).

Proposition 5. For each problem (a, S) in RN , with n � 3, the sequence (ak)k�0 converges
to a point in S.

Two remarks concerning this convergence are in order. Note, first that the existe
ground points holds also forn = 2. It is the convergence in Proposition 5 that holds o
for n � 3, which explains why there is no ordinal, efficient symmetric solution forn = 2.
More specifically, it is the sharp inequalities in Lemma 3 in Appendix A which hold o
for n � 3.

Second, we note that the convergence in the casen = 3 has a special feature. It is simp
to show that for any pointx /∈ S, πS(x) andx are on different sides ofS. Therefore, for
three-player problems, starting witha0 ≺ S, all the even elements of the sequence(ak) are
belowS, and all the odd ones are aboveS. This must not be the case forn > 3, sincex and
Φ(x,S) may be on the same side ofS.

Theorem 1. The solution Ψ (a,S)= lim ak is efficient, ordinal, and symmetric.

Proof. Efficiency is guaranteed by Proposition 5. Symmetry is obvious from the symm
of Φ. To prove ordinality observe thatµ(ak+1) = µ(Φ(ak, S)) = Φ(µ(ak),µ(S)). The
first inequality follows from the definition of the sequenceak. The second from th
ordinality of Φ. But then, by the definition ofΨ , limµ(ak) = Ψ (µ(a),µ(S)). By the
continuity ofµ, limµ(ak) = µ(lim ak) = µ(Ψ (a,S)). ✷
Appendix A

Proof of Observation 1. The existence of the numberπS
i (x) is stated in part (2) o

Definition 1. The uniqueness follows from part (1) of this definition.
By the definition ofπi it does not change withxi . Suppose that forj �= i, x ′

j > xj .
Since both(x−{i,j}, x ′

j ,πi(x
′
j , x−j )) and(x−{i,j}, xj ,πi(xj , x−j )) are inS, it follows by

property 1 thatπi(x
′
j , x−j ) < πi(xj , x−j ). ✷

Proof of Observation 2. Obviously, if x ∈ S, then π(x) = x. Suppose that fo
some i, πi(x) > xi . By definition y = (x−i , πi(x)) ∈ S. Similarly, for j �= i, z =
(x−j ,πj (x)) ∈ S. Now, zi < yi , and for eachk /∈ {i, j }, zk = yk . Therefore, by property 1
of Pareto surfaces,zj > yj , which means thatπj (x) > xj . The proof for the caseπi(x) < x

is similar. ✷
Proof of Observation 3. If x � S, then by Observation 2,π(x) < x. The pointy =
(x−i , π(x)) is in S andx � y. Conversely, supposex � y for y in S. Thenx � y = π(y)�
π(x) which shows thatx � S. The proof of the other half of the proposition is similar.✷
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Proof of Proposition 1. We observe first that for eachi, and numberai , the setS−i =
{x−i | (x−i , ai) ∈ S} is a Pareto surface inRN\i .

We prove, by induction onn, that if a ≺ S then there existsc such thata < c ∈ S.
Let n = 2 and letb = (π1(a), a2). Thenb1 > a1. Choosec1 such thatb1 > c1 > a1.

By part (2) of Definition 1, there existsc2 such thatc = (c1, c2) ∈ S. Thus, by part (1) of
Definition 1b � c, and thereforec2 > b2. Hence,c > a.

Suppose we proved our claim forn − 1, and letN be of sizen. Sincea ≺ S it follows
that a−i ≺ S−i , and hence by the induction hypothesis, there existsb−i ∈ S−i , such that
b−i > a−i . Let c−i = (a−i +b−i )/2. Thenb−i > c−i > a−i . There exists a numberci such
that the pointc = (c−i , ci) ∈ S. Since(b−i , ai) ∈ S, it follows that (b−i , ai) � c, which
implies thatci > ai . Hence,c > a.

We can similarly prove that ifa � S, then there existsc such thata > c ∈ S.
Assume now thata is an accumulation point ofS. Supposea ≺ S. Then, there isc such

thata < c ∈ S. But then there exists a pointd ∈ S close enough toa such thatd < c, which
contradicts condition (1) in Definition 1. A similar contradiction follows ifa � S. Thus
a ∈ S.

Consider the function̂πi :RN\i → Ri defined byπ̂i(x−i ) = πi(x−i , xi). Sinceπi is
independent ofxi , π̂i is well defined and the equality holds for anyxi . The graph ofπ̂i

is S. As π̂i is decreasing, it is bounded in the neighborhood of each point, and the
the closedness ofS implies the continuity of̂πi and therefore that ofπi . ✷
Proof of Lemma 1. Sincea /∈ S the denominator does not vanish onS andh is well
defined and continuous. Supposeh(x) = h(y) and assume without loss of generality th∑

j (xj − aj ) �
∑

j (yj − aj ), then for eachi, xi − ai � yi − ai and thereforex = y.
Finally, to see thath is on let y be a point in∆ with yj > 0. Consider the function
f (t) = πi(a + ty) − (ai + tyi ). Suppose thata ≺ S. Thenf (0) > 0. For big enought ,
a + ty � (a−j ,πj (a)) ∈ S. Therefore for sucht , a + ty � S and thereforef (t) < 0. Thus
for somet̄ , f (t) = 0 and hencea + t̄y ∈ S. It is easy to see thath(a + t̄y) = y. The proof
for the casea � S is similar. It is straightforward to show the homeomorphism of the fa
of the simplex to the said sets.✷

The following two lemmas are used to prove the convergence in Proposition 5.

Lemma 2. If a ≺ S (a � S) and π(x) = a, then a < x < π(a) (a > x > π(a)).

Proof. We prove the casea ≺ S. The other case is similarly proved. If to the contra
a ≮ x then by Observation 2a � x. Hence,π(a) � π(x), and thusπ(a) � a which by
Observation 2 contradicts the assumptiona ≺ S. To show thatxi < πi(a) for eachi, choose
j �= i. By what we have shown,a � (x−j , aj ) with strict inequalities for allk �= j . Also,
sinceπ(x) = a, (x−j , aj ) ∈ S. Sinceπi is decreasing in allk �= i and there are player
other thani andj , asn � 3, it follows thatπi(a) > πi(x−j , aj ) = xi . ✷

The following proposition indicates the sense in whichΦ(a,S) is closer to the surfac
S thana.
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Lemma 3. If a ≺ S then a <Φ(a,S) < π(a) and π(Φ(a,S)) � a.
If a � S then a > Φ(a,S) > π(a) and π(Φ(a,S)) � a.

Proof of Lemma 3. Supposea ≺ S. The proof fora � S is similar. Since the inequalitie
in Lemma 2 hold for every point in{x | π(x) = a} and this set is closed, it hold
also if we replacex by Φ(a,S). If x satisfiesπ(x) = a, thenx � Φ(a,S) and hence
π(Φ(a,S)) � π(x)= a. ✷
Proof of Proposition 5. If a pointak is in S, thenam = ak for all m> k and we are done
Assume, then, that none of the points of the sequence are inS.

Claim 1. The subsequence of (ak)k�0 of all the points below S (above S) is strictly
increasing (decreasing) and bounded, and therefore converges to a point b (c).

If ak, ak+1 ≺ S, then ak+1 = Φ(ak, S) > ak, by Lemma 3, and similarly forak,
ak+1 � S, ak+1 < ak. Thus, as long as the sequenceak stays on the same side it remai
monotonic: increasing while belowS and decreasing while above it.

Supposeak, am+1 ≺ S with m > k, while all the pointsak+1, . . . , am are aboveS.
As we showed, if there is more than one of them, these points are strictly decreasi
am � S, am+1 > π(am) by Lemma 3. Asπ is decreasingπ(am) � π(ak+1) (the inequality
is weak, since possiblym = k + 1). Again by Lemma 3,π(ak+1) � ak. These three
inequalities amount toam+1 > ak. Thus, returning to the side belowS after an incursion
to the other side, ends at a point greater than the last one belowS.

To see that this subsequence is bounded, letak ≺ S, thenak < π(ak) < π(ak1) where
ak1 is the first point belowS. The proof for the points aboveS is similar.

Claim 2. b = c and this point is in S.

Obviouslyb � S, since for anyi, πi(b) − bi = liml(πi(a
kl ) − a

kl
i ) � 0, where(akl ) is

the subsequence of points belowS. Similarly, c  S.

Case 1. There are only finitely many points of(ak) aboveS.

In this case,ak → b. Fix playeri. SinceΦi(a
k, S) = ak+1

i , there existsxk such that
π(xk) = ak andxk

i = ak+1
i . By Lemma 2,ak < xk < π(ak). By the monotonicity ofak,

ak0 � ak and π(ak) � π(ak0), for somek0 and all k > k0. Thus, (xk) is uniformly
bounded from above and below. Assume, without loss of generality, thatxk → x. Thus,
ak = π(xk) → π(x) and henceπ(x) = b. Moreover,ak+1

i = xk
i → xi and therefore

xi = bi . Hence,πi(x) = bi = xi which implies thatx ∈ S. Thus,π(x) = x, and therefore
b = x ∈ S. The proof is similar for the case when there are only finitely manyak belowS.

Case 2. There are infinitely many points of(ak) on both sides ofS.
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We note that by Lemma 3, ifak ≺ S, thenak+1 = Φ(ak, S) < π(ak), andπ(ak+1) =
π(Φ(ak, S)) � ak, and if ak � S, then ak+1 = Φ(ak, S) > π(ak), and π(ak+1) =
π(Φ(ak, S)) � ak.

For infinitely manyk, ak ≺ S ≺ ak+1. Thus by the above inequalities,c � π(b), and
π(c) � b. Also, for infinitely manyk, ak+1 ≺ S ≺ ak, and therefore,b � π(c), and
π(b) � c. Thus,π(b) = c andπ(c) = b. But then it is impossible thatb ≺ S, because
in this casec < π(b) by Lemma 2. Hence,b ∈ S andc = π(b)= b. ✷
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